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VINTAGE RACER
INTRODUCTION

VINTAGE RACER is an exciting, informative new docudrama that
focuses on vintage car racing — the amateur racing culture of

everyday people who spend their weekends converting vintage
automobiles into ultra-fast racing machines.

From drivers on shoestring
budgets to the wealthy on
win-at-any-cost, VINTAGE

RACER combines the love
of old cars with the
adrenaline of the race

track!
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VINTAGE RACER
WHAT IS IT?

VINTAGE RACER will explore the
personalities of the drivers and their unique
cars… and in the process give the
audience a person and car they can relate
VINTAGE RACER follows everyday

people and their hobby of racing
vintage sports cars—mainly classics

to. Along the way, viewers will also learn
how the cars we all know and love have
been transformed into true vintage racers.

from the 50’s, 60’s, and 70’s, but also

VINTAGE RACER shadows the featured

rare, pre-WWII models and iconic cars

driver/car at the track with exhilarating

from the 80’s and 90’s. Car prices

racing footage. But it is about far more than

range from less than $10,000 to well

just high-speed competition. It’s about

over $100,000 and includes American

camaraderie, adrenaline, breakage and

muscle, foreign imports, and open-

frustration, friendships, and above all, the

wheel formula cars.

love of old cars… cars that bring back the

VINTAGE RACER gives the audience a

nostalgia of the Golden Era of Racing!

behind-the-scenes look at the people

who build and race classic cars in
tight wheel-to-wheel competition.
Ordinary people... dentists,
accountants, military vets, salesmen...
who transform classic vintage cars into
racing machines.
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VINTAGE RACER
INSPIRATION

VINTAGE RACER has been inspired by the
following highly successful TV shows. But no
other show offers VINTAGE RACER’s unique
combination of vintage autos + DIY race car
prepping + real racing competition.
Fifth Gear – Began its life as a conventional
motoring magazine show called Top Gear in
1977. Was rebranded as Fifth Gear in 2002
with a quirky, humorous, sometimes politically
incorrect style. Is estimated to have 350
million viewers weekly in 170 countries.

Dirty Jobs – Self-deprecating host Mike Rowe
performs strange, disgusting, or messy jobs
alongside typical employees. 169 episodes
were shot from 2005 to 2012. There is also a
European version of the show.
Wheeler Dealers – The show was created with
“Do IT Yourselfers” in mind. The two hosts are

on a mission to save repairable enthusiast
vehicles (usually vintage), by restoring them

on a modest budget. 117 episodes have
aired from 2003 through 2013.
Chasing Classic Cars – Host Wayne Carini
welcomes viewers into the elite world of highend vintage car collection. Wayne finds,

buys, restores and sells some of the finest and
most unique vehicles ever manufactured. 100
episodes have aired from 2008 through 2013.
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VINTAGE RACER
CONTENT IDEAS

VINTAGE RACER could:
• Visit different vintage racing clubs around the country and experience their
diverse personalities, race tracks, and unique race events.
• Visit car clubs that hold race events. Examples include: Shelby Club, Porsche
Club, BMW Club, Ferrari Club, Viper Club, Shelby Mid-America, etc.

• Race and compare vintage race cars against more modern cars such as:
BMW, Corvette, Porsche, Mustang, Camaro, Jaguar, etc.
• Visit large “professional” driver schools such as Skip Barber and Bob Bondurant.
It would be interesting to compare new vs old, and pro vs amateur drivers.
• Contrast “good ‘ol boy” low-budget racers with extremely wealthy racers.
• Go to non-vintage racing organizations and race with them. For example:
NASA, SCCA, Pikes Peak Hill Climb, Pan America, etc.

• Get “guest” drivers such as celebrities (Patrick Dempsey) or NASCAR drivers.

• Visit some of the professional car builders/support teams such as: Bigger
Hammer, Duntov Racing, Maeco Motorsports, Cobra Automotive, etc…
• Explore “behind-the-scenes” at track by following: Chief Track Steward, corner
workers, tow truck and track clean-up, grid workers, timing & scoring, etc…
• Focus on a car type instead of a single driver. For example: Mustangs, Porsches,
Chevys, Jaguars, Formula Fords, etc.
• Focus on a group of cars, such as all open-wheel cars in general, and how they
are so different from large production cars.
• Focus on a large national race event such as: Brian Redman, Walter Mitty,
Monterrey Historics, National Championships, etc. These have several hundred
cars and thousands of spectators.
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VINTAGE RACER

PROPOSED EPISODE FORMAT

Act 1
• Host introduces the show at the featured driver’s (“guest”) work place. We learn what the
guest’s favorite 3 or 4 cars are, as we watch vintage b-roll of those cars, along with basic
car information. This creates a “teaser”… which of the cars will the show feature today?
• Host introduces guest and discuss what the guest does for a living… what is a typical day?
• Host interviews the guest’s co-workers to give the audience a better understanding of the
guest and what makes him “tick.” Give the audience a reason to like and relate to this guy.
• Next scene is at guest’s house where Host introduces his family, and gets their thoughts on
their dad’s and/or husband’s unique and exciting hobby.
 Is dad/husband as big a stud as he thinks he is?
 What is he like when it’s about time to go racing?
 How much time does he spend in the garage working on his car?
 Do his wife/kids help out with his hobby? How so?
Act 2
• Host and guest sitting in “director” chairs in garage (no car in picture yet) discuss how he
got interested in vintage cars and how he found out about vintage racing.
• Host finally gets around to asking “the” question. What did you buy or build, and
why/when/where/how did you pick that car?
• Camera circles car giving 360 degree view. We see engine bay, trunk, interior, etc.
• Narrator comes on to discuss history of car, with real vintage B-roll of car racing “in period.”
 We learn how the race car faired in its day
 Who some of the famous racers were, how much it cost new, etc.
• Host and guest discuss the details of what modifications were completed to make the car
race ready. Camera focuses on each detail as it’s discussed. Potential areas to cover:
 Engine, transmission, rear end, clutch, driveshaft, etc.
 Suspension: springs, shocks, sway bars, override bars, watts linkage, panhard bar, etc
 Wheels and tires
 Safety equipment: roll cage, fire extinguisher, fuel cell, race seat, safety net, seat
belts, driveshaft loop, bell housing, cut-off switch, warning lights, etc. Making car as
light as possible: remove windows, heater/AC, windshield wipers, radio, carpeting,
headliner, bumpers, trim, interior, lexan vs glass windshield, battery size, holes in frame
• Cool 3-D graphic of translucent car appears… with each modification highlighted. Give the
audience a visual representation of how much the car has been “race prepped.”
• Narrator explains various performance parameters such as:
 Horsepower, torque, and engine speed/redline
 How much car weighs and front to rear balance
 Top speed and weight to horsepower ratio. He compares this to modern sports cars.
• When practical…, film guest hitching up trailer to tow vehicle, loading race car in trailer and
securing, and loading tools, tires, coolers, etc. Wife/kids waving goodbye as dad heads out
for the big adventure.
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VINTAGE RACER

PROPOSED EPISODE FORMAT

Act 3
• Scene opens with shot of guest arriving at the track and signing in with security.
• Narrator explains what is going on as we follow the guest go through his paces: parking
and unloading trailer, greeting friends, and registration.
• Host and guest discuss what his expectations are: fears or concerns, issues with his race
car, goals, etc? What constitutes a “successful” weekend?
• Narrator explains what is going on as the guest:
 Inspects car, torques lug nuts, checks fluids, fill gas tank, adjusts tire pressures, etc.
 Guest dons his 2 layer FIA approved fire suit and shoes.
 Climbs into car and puts on neck brace, ear plugs, helmet, fire proof gloves, and
straps himself into his 5 point race harness.
 Guest slowly drives to the false grid and awaits instruction on where to line up. We
watch as the other race cars arrive and fill in the empty spaces around the grid.
 Tension builds as we follow the race cars pull onto the track… only 1 warm-up lap
to go, cars weaving back and forth to build heat in the tires.
 They continue their slow steady pace… waiting for the green flag. Then the flag
drops, and it’s a wild dash to Turn 1!
• Lots of race footage… GoPro cameras (inexpensive yet high-definition) are mounted in
car at driver, front view, rear view, and on other race cars. Also hand held cameras are
located around the track in particularly interesting turns/areas.
• After the race, we watch as the driver emerges from his car, exhausted and covered in
sweat. The host greets him and they sit down for a post-race debriefing.
Act 4
• This act begins with the Narrator describing the camaraderie and other behind-thescenes action in the paddock area over the course of the weekend.
 Scenes of lunch and dinner with friends at the track
 Beer and margaritas start flowing after the racing is done… and so is the bullshit
 People are repairing broken cars and constantly tinkering with their cars
 Some guy is flying a remote control helicopter and doing incredible stunts.
 Lots of catching up with old friends and checking in on any new cars.
• The host and guest discuss the various races and the weekend in general.
 Were his goals met?
 Did his concerns and/or fears come true?
 What were his favorite moments on track and off?
 Does he consider it a successful weekend?
 What’s next for our guest?
• Camera follows guest as he loads up the trailer and says his goodbyes.
• The host wraps up the episode with his impressions of the guest driver, his car, and the
races. He reminds the audience how the guest is just another ordinary person during the
week… but transforms into a vintage car racer on certain weekends. From weekday
dud… to weekend stud!
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VINTAGE RACER

WHAT’S NOT IN THE SHOW
No Pre-planned Wrecks.
Vintage racing is close, competitive,
wheel-to-wheel racing…. BUT, it does not
allow for bumping, grinding, or aggressive
driving. Any driver that is deemed to be a
danger is placed on probation and
barred from racing the rest of the
weekend. A “contrived” wreck planned
by Vintage Racer could easily cost
$40,000.

No Fights or Angry Conflicts.
It is extremely rare for anyone to get
upset with another driver, and if a serious
conflict does arise, the hosting
organization may suspend both drivers
from racing the rest of the weekend. If
there was even a hint of Vintage Racer
promoting bad feelings or contrived
conflict, we would be immediately
barred from filming. It would be the death
of the show. However, some of the larger
national races do get fairly serious
between long lasting friendly rivals, and a
handful of racers that are very close in
talent. These guys want to win at all costs
short of hitting another car.

Accidents do occur from time to time, but
they are rare, and usually not
spectacular. However, it is quite common
for drivers to lose control and spin out or
run off the track. This can make for
exciting TV as the car usually goes off the
track and kicks up a bunch of dust and
dirt, while skidding or spinning out of
control.
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VINTAGE RACER
PRE-PLANNED IDEAS

Things the show can plan in advance:
• Cars break down on a regular basis. Often they can be repaired before the next
race. Vintage Racer can use this as a “ticking clock” to create suspense with the
audience. We might convince some drivers to fake (or recreate) a mechanical
problem, and follow their frantic attempts to make repairs before the next race.
Also… drivers are constantly tweaking settings on their cars in an attempt to go faster
or make more power. We will always cover this process and evaluate the results.

• Vintage Racer may also convince some of the faster drivers to start at the back of
the pack in lieu of their normal starting position up front. This gives an exciting
perspective as he has to weave his way through the pack to catch his faster rivals.

• Vintage Racer may also convince several friends to artificially create a closer than
normal racing situation with the featured driver. They could race two wide around
turns, late brake one another, pass via drafting, and have numerous changes in
position throughout the race. This is easy to do, safe, and would make for very

exciting TV. Only a handful of knowledgeable vintage racers would be able to tell
what is really going on.
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VINTAGE RACER
ABOUT THE CREATOR

Show creator Mark Mcilyar was born and
raised in Dallas, Texas and received an
engineering degree and MBA from the
University of Texas. He has built and sold two
small companies and currently lives in Austin,
Texas. He has always loved vintage muscle
cars and has owned numerous examples.
In 2002 Mark attended his first race of any
kind… a vintage race with over 400 cars and
became instantly hooked. He started racing
in 2003 and currently drives a 1971 big block
Corvette. He has raced with several vintage
groups around the country and has
experienced some of the finest road race
tracks in the world. Mark is also a self-taught
mechanic and has built 3 cars from the
ground up. He understands the engineering of
car building and race car prep, the vintage

Mark has appeared in several

racing spirit, and the nuances of the vintage

commercials filmed in Austin and has

racing circuit.

been interviewed on local TV numerous
times regarding everything from politics
to vintage car racing. He is a model for
Naturally Fit Agency in Austin, Texas and
has attended acting workshops
sponsored by the agency.
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VINTAGE RACER

RACE CAR GROUPING
Pre-War Cars - pre WWII, rare
enough that many ages and
types may be grouped together
to fill a grid.

Small Production Sports Cars - these
make up the bulk of the fields; MGAs,
Sprites, Mini Coopers, Triumphs, Spitfires,
Spridgets, and more. Beginner friendly
and relatively inexpensive.

Medium Production Sports Cars - slightly
bigger and faster but still reasonably
priced; Porsche 914s, Sunbeam Tigers,
Triumphs, Porsche 911s, BMWs, Datsuns,
Lotus Super 7, and more.

Large Production Sports Cars – the
heavyweights of production car racing,
and crowd favorites; fairly expensive to
build and maintain; Corvettes, Mustangs,
Jaguars, Cobras, etc.

Sedans and Trans-Am Cars - An
important part of racing history: fast,
safe and straightforward, another
crowd favorite and fairly expensive to
build and maintain; Camaros,
Mustangs, Javelins, Barracudas, etc.
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VINTAGE RACER

RACE CAR GROUPING
Sports Racing Cars (small) - the fast but friendly
purpose built two seat race car; Lotus Eleven,
Lotus 23, Elva 7, Porsche 550, and more. These
competed in amateur races and the USRRC.
Not as expensive or fast as the Larger Can-Am
cars, but still fairly rare.

Sports Racing Cars (large) - purpose
built two seat race cars from 450S
Maserati to Lola and McLaren CanAm cars; Fast and expensive then,
fast and expensive now. Also very
rare.

Formula Cars - open wheel cars built to a strict
formula; F-Vee, FC, FB, F-Ford, F Atlantic, F5000, and F Jr. Most are very reasonably
priced. Due to their low cost of ownership,
these cars are abundant in vintage racing.

Grand Prix or Formula One and
Historic Champ/Indy - the ultimate
open-wheel, single seat racers. Very
fast and expensive, and rare.
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VINTAGE RACER

Audience Participation

Potential Ideas: Assuming weekly episodes and hence 4 featured drivers per month.

Have the audience vote on which of the 4 drivers that
month wins a free weekend trip to a professional
driving school. The big name schools are Bob
Bondurant and Skip Barber, but there are more. They
typically cost around $3000-$5000 for about 2-3 days
of instruction. We should be able to barter with the
school in return for the free advertising they receive
from the show.
The audience could vote on a car type
(i.e. year/make/model) they want to see featured in an upcoming episode.

Vintage Racer could sponsor a new student
driver in their quest to get their vintage racing
license. This could be bi-monthly, so we would
have a constant “pipeline” full of student
drivers. We could pay for the “consumables”:
entry fees, gas, tires, travel expenses, etc.
(everything except the car) while the student is
driving with his novice permit. This should cost
around $5000-$6000 per student for the entire
year it normally takes to get your license. We
could also film these student drivers and make
entire episodes (or multiple episodes) around
their year long journey.
The audience could vote on their favorite car featured that month (could be
different than their favorite driver). That person would receive a free (fill in the
blank). This could be a set of tires, race gas, something for their trailer, race helmet,
etc. We should be able to get sponsors to donate their products for this prize.
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